Cancer is a disease that results from genetic changes (changes to the patients’ DNA). Understanding the genetic changes that take place in cancer allow us understand the disease. As technology improves, it is easier (and less expensive) to identify the exact changes that have occurred in any particular cancer patient. The development of new, targeted drugs means that knowing the exact genetic changes in any given patient is increasingly important in determining the right treatments for that individual. The tests currently available are designed to predict how likely a particular cancer is to respond to a chemotherapy drug or how likely the cancer is to come back (recur) after it has been removed.

Diagnostic tests are able to examine:

1. **The presence/absence/amount of a specific protein.**
   Examples of this include blood tests (CEA, CA-125) and tests performed on tumor samples obtained by biopsies (ER, HER2/neu). These types of tests have been available for many years and are routinely performed on patient samples.

2. **The activity (expression) of a gene or set of genes.**
   The ‘expression’ of a gene refers to its transcription from DNA to RNA. All genes are not expressed equally in every cell; some may not be expressed at all. Cells express only the genes they require at any given time to survive and perform necessary functions. Altered gene expression is part of the process by which normal cells become cancerous. Extensive research is being performed to identify ways to monitor gene expression more effectively. Knowledge of which genes are aberrantly expressed in cancerous tissues has great potential to benefit cancer patients and even to help in cancer prevention.

Testing for gene expression by older methods only allows monitoring of a few genes at a time. GeneChip® analysis allows researcher to monitor hundreds to thousands of genes simultaneously. By monitoring many genes at once, sets of genes can be recognized as having altered expression. GeneChip® analysis employs a small quartz chip to which known fragments of DNA are attached. The DNA fragments on the chip may represent all of the genes in a
The technology utilizes RNA purified from cells. Using an enzymatic process, the RNA is copied into DNA (cDNA) and the cDNA is labeled with a fluorescent (colored) dye. A control sample of normal tissue is treated in a similar fashion, with a dye of a different color. Aliquots of both samples are added to the array on the chip, to allow complementary nucleotides in the nucleic acid strands to pair with each other. RNA from genes that are expressed at a high level in cancer cells will be present in the samples at higher levels. The cDNA from these genes will bind to the gene chip in larger numbers and will exhibit more fluorescence. Levels of fluorescence for the genes on the chip are compared to determine which genes are expressed at higher and lower levels in cancerous tissues. Using mathematical approaches, sets of genes that have changes in their expression organized into groups.

Collectively, the display is referred to as an expression pattern. It is hoped that these expression patterns can be used to:

- Create diagnostic tests that are less invasive or are better indicators in early stage disease.
- Help identify new targets for treatment.
- Provide a means to better classify cancers.
- Allow for the generation of personalized treatment plans.

Several different companies are involved in creating/exploiting this technology. Affymetrix was one of the first companies involved. Learn more about GeneChip® technology from Affymetrix.

3. Genetic abnormalities (mutations) and epigenetic changes:
Mutations are changes to the DNA that alter the sequence of bases (A, C, G, and T) in our genes. Changes to critical genes are known to occur in cancer and new tests are being designed to identify these changes in tumor samples. The exact combination of changes found may make it likely that a particular treatment will work or is unlikely to have an impact. Epigenetic changes are also modifications to the bases, but they don't change the actual sequence. It is more like switching a lowercase a to uppercase A. The result is still altered gene activity and these changes are frequently seen in cancer.

New research has shown that it is possible to sequence the entire genome of cancer patients to find all possible changes in a timely and cost effective manner. This opens the door to many new diagnostic tests.

Learn more about mutations. Learn more about epigenetic changes.

Several molecular tests are available both inside and outside of the hospital setting. These 'direct to consumer' or DTC tests do not always need approval by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and caution is always urged for any tests of this nature. As in any medical test, it is important to understand how to interpret the results. As an example - if the results indicate that a persons' risk for developing a particular cancer is increased by 100% (a two-fold increase) - what does that mean? If only one in 10,000 people without the identified risk get the disease, then the result means that the new risk is still only 1 in 5000 people. It is important to understand 'relative risk' (2 fold increase) vs 'absolute risk' (1 in 5000).

Available Molecular Diagnostic Tests

**Mammaprint®**

The MammaPrint® test was developed by Agendia. The test is designed to provide breast cancer patients with additional information about the likelihood that their cancer will return (recur).

**What the test does.** The MammaPrint® test requires a sample of the tumor. The tumor tissue is examined to determine the activity levels (transcription levels) for 70 different genes that have previously been shown to be involved in the spread (metastasis) of breast cancer. Based on which genes are active, and their levels of activity, the test is able to predict how likely any particular cancer is to return after surgery.

**Which patients should consider MammaPrint®?** The test has been shown to be useful for women with early stage invasive breast cancer (stage 1 or 2), whose cancer has not been shown to have spread to their lymph nodes (node negative). The presence or absence of the estrogen receptor (ER) does not influence the test.

**What are the results of the MammaPrint® test?** The test has only two possible outcomes. Results are classified as either 'low risk' or 'high risk'. For patients whose tumors measure as 'high risk', the tumor has a 29% chance of returning within 10 years if the patient does not take ANY additional treatment.
For patients whose tumors measure as ‘low risk’, the tumor has a 10% chance of returning within 10 years if the patient does not take ANY additional treatment.

The results are used in combination with all of the other available information about the patient to help decide what additional treatments the patient should take (i.e. hormonal treatments and/or chemotherapy).\(^1\) \(^2\) \(^3\)

The MammaPrint test was the first genetic test of its kind to be approved by the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA).\(^4\)

**Oncotype DX® (breast cancer)**

**Oncotype DX® for Breast Cancer**

**What the test does.**

Oncotype DX® for breast cancer was developed by Genomic Health.\(^5\) The purpose of the test is to predict how likely breast cancer is to return (recur) within 10 years. The test is performed on a sample of tumor tissue collected during biopsy/lumpectomy/mastectomy. The test measures the activity of 16 genes that have been shown to be important in the growth and/or spread of breast cancer and the activity of 5 reference (unrelated) genes.

**Which patients should consider Oncotype DX®:**

Women of any age who were recently diagnosed with Stage I or II lymph node negative, estrogen receptor positive (ER+) breast cancer can consider testing in order to help determine whether chemotherapy would be of benefit to them.

Post-menopausal women recently diagnoses with lymph node positive cancer may also be able to use the test.

**What are results of Oncotype DX®**

The main result of the testing is a Recurrence Score®. The score is reported on a scale of 0-100, based on the activity levels of the 21 genes. The score is used to make two different predictions.

1. What is the likelihood that the breast cancer will return at a distant site (i.e. lungs, liver, etc.) within 10 years if the patient takes only tamoxifen.
2. What would the benefit be to the patient of adding chemotherapy to their treatment?

The results contain graphs that include the patient’s result. Any patient who is not confident in their ability to interpret the results should discuss them with a qualified individual. The predictions are based on clinical trials using OncoTypeDX®. All patients in the studies used to validate the test took tamoxifen, a hormonal breast cancer treatment.\(^6\) \(^7\) \(^8\)

In general, patients with low Recurrence Scores® are less likely to have their cancer recur and less likely to benefit from the addition of chemotherapy to their treatment. In the studies done to prove the accuracy of the Oncotype DX® test, the chemotherapy drugs used were methotrexate and fluorouracil with or without cyclophosphamide.

The report also includes detailed information on the results for three of the 21 genes examined in the test. They are 1) the estrogen receptor (ER), 2) the progesterone receptor (PR), and 3) the epidermal growth factor receptor 2 (HER2). The ER and HER2 genes are specifically listed out because the levels of the protein products of these genes are linked to responses to hormonal and antibody-based treatments for breast cancer.

The cost of this test is covered by many insurance companies and is recommended for specific types of patients by the American Society for Clinical Oncology (ASCO) and the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN).\(^9\) \(^10\) \(^11\) \(^12\) \(^13\)

**Oncotype DX® (colon cancer)**

**What is the Oncotype DX® test for colon cancer?**

In cancer, some genes are too active, and some are turned down too much. This test was developed by Genomic Health and is designed to look at the activity of 12 genes. Seven of the genes are known to be involved in colon cancer growth and/or spread. The other five allow the lab to make sure the test is working properly. The test is
performed on colon cancer tissue removed during surgery. The purpose of the test is to make predictions about how likely the cancer is to recur (recur) after it is removed surgically. If the cancer is likely to return, the patient may choose to take chemotherapy.\textsuperscript{11,12}

The test has been validated by clinical studies of colon cancer patients but is still under review and has not yet been adopted by the major clinical cancer organizations as part of standard cancer treatment. At least one publication concludes that additional testing is necessary to confirm the usefulness of the test to patients.\textsuperscript{12,13}

**What patients may choose to get the Oncotype DX® test?**

The test is for patients who have confirmed stage 2 colon cancer.

**What are the results of the test?**

The end result of the testing is a ‘Recurrence Score\textsuperscript{®}, a number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the more likely the cancer is to recur in the the three years following the surgery. The report provides graphs and printed results.\textsuperscript{11}

Note that this test has not been cleared by the FDA and it is not currently included in standard colon cancer staging/diagnosis guides (ASCO, NCCN).
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